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Init. Perf. (-1)

Human Perf. (0)

BERT

Initial baseline performance and human performance are normalized to -1 and 0 respectively (Credit: Kiela et al., 2021).
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Your Magical AI-generated World



On My Wishlist: Reading the Air

5

Leslie and Jane are chatting at a coffee shop.

Who was that man that I saw you with last night?

The latte is unbelievable here.

I’m sorry, I didn’t quite understand
your response. You mentioned the latte,
but didn’t address my question about
the man you were with last night.

Leslie

Leslie

Jane



On My Wishlist: Indirect Speech

6

Adam and Bill are working on a project in Bill‘s room. Bill opens the 
window to get some fresh air. A cold breeze blows in. 

Is the window open?

Yes, I just opened it.
Adam

Bill



On My Wishlist: Indirect Speech

7

Adam and Bill are working on a project in Bill‘s room. Bill opens the 
window to get some fresh air. A cold breeze blows in. 

Is the window open?

Adam

Bill• Adam feels the breeze and would like to be 
warmer

• Adam probably wants to close the window
• (but Adam didn’t want to seem rude)



On My Wishlist: Indirect Speech

8

Adam and Bill are working on a project in Bill‘s room. Bill opens the 
window to get some fresh air. A cold breeze blows in. 

Is the window open?

Is it too cold? Do you want me
to close it?

Adam

Bill• Adam feels the breeze and would like to be 
warmer

• Adam probably wants to close the window
• (but Adam didn’t want to seem rude)



Oh no, I 
spilled the 
food I prepared 
for dinner

Ah sorry to 
hear that!

Muscle-Reflex Style Language



They might be 
feeling bad and 
need help 
cleaning it up

Don’t worry! How 
about let’s clean 
it up and order 
from your favorite 
pasta place?

“Reflect” Style Language

Oh no, I 
spilled the 
food I prepared 
for dinner

We don’t want a knee-jerk machine, 
we want a thinking communicator!
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Paul Grice’s Maxims on 
cooperative principles

Communication is a collaborative 
effort with intents and people 
tend to “minimize the total 
effort spent”. [Least 
collaborative effort]

Due to least collaborative 
effort, we need to make 
inferences to draw conclusions 
about the speaker’s intentions, 
emotion states, and 
experiences.[Build Common 
Ground]



They might be 
feeling bad and 
need help 
cleaning it up

Don’t worry! How 
about let’s clean 
it up and order 
from your favorite 
pasta place?

“Reflect” Style Language

Oh no, I 
spilled the 
food I prepared 
for dinner



They might be 
feeling bad and 
need help 
cleaning it up

Don’t worry! How 
about let’s clean 
it up and order 
from your favorite 
pasta place?

“Reflect” Style Language

Oh no, I 
spilled the 
food I prepared 
for dinner

Why Challenging?
• Often implicit in training corpora → more 
prone to generate shallow replies

• Appropriate answers require slow reasoning 
about others’ true intents and common sense



How do we reply in conversations?

I’m going to sing in 
front of hundreds

tomorrow...



How do we reply in conversations?

I’m going to sing in 
front of hundreds

tomorrow...

Deep breaths, 
you’ll do great!

Performing in front 
of audience can 
cause anxiety

I’m going to perform
in a piano recital

tomorrow...

Deep breaths, 
you’ll do great!

Performing in front 
of audience can 
cause anxiety

Recalling & Combining common sense with 
information expressed in NL to make inferences

Producing consistent inferences amidst logically-equivalent 
yet linguistically-varied paraphrases Clark, H. H., & Brennan, S. E. (1991). 

Grounding in communication.



RICA: Robust Inference on Commonsense Axioms

➢ Test model’s robustness against linguistic variations
➢ Focus on implicit commonsense inferences
➢ Scalable probe set construction process
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🧭 RICA
EMNLP’21

Commonsense Logic to Probe:
A.Size < B.Size à P(A in Container) > P(B in Container)

pridag fluberg pridag fluberg

A pridag is smaller than a fluberg,
so it is [MASK] to put a pridag into
a box than a fluberg.

A fluberg is smaller than a pridag,
so it is [MASK] to put a pridag into
a box than a fluberg.

easier (86.6%)
harder (1.1%)

easier (87.2%)
harder (1.3%)



RICA: Robust Inference on Commonsense Axioms

• Examples:
• Original: “A is heavier than B, so A is <better> at sinking than B.”
• Negation: “A is heavier than B, so A is not <worse> at sinking than B.”
• Entity Swap: “B is heavier than A, so A is <worse> at sinking than B.”
• Antonym: “A is heavier than B, so A is <worse> at floating than B.”
• …

(Zhou et al., EMNLP’21)



RICA: Robust Inference on Commonsense Axioms

• Masked word prediction task: Choose <better> or <worse>:
• Original: “A is heavier than B, so A is <MASK> at sinking than B.”
• Perturb1: “A is heavier than B, so A is not <MASK> at sinking than B.”
• Perturb2: “B is heavier than A, so A is <MASK> at sinking than B.”
• Perturb3: “A is heavier than B, so A is <MASK> at floating than B.”
• …

(Zhou et al., EMNLP’21)



BERT etc.

Results: Human-Curated Set

● Random-guessing like performance on all settings for all models.

● Training on similar 
data does not help 
achieve real 
robustness

Average Accuracy

Human

BERT etc.

91.7%

~50%

Zero-Shot

Low-Resc.

BERT etc.

BERT etc.

High-Resc.

Noisy 100k



54%

64%

Results: How About Fancy New LLMs?

RICA still remains challenging to LLMs

● Larger models 
tend to perform 
better for T5-
family models

Average Accuracy on Zero-Shot Prompting

Human 91.7%
BERT et al.

Flan-T5-Base

50%

50%

Flan-T5-11B 64%

Flan-UL2-20B 68%
GPT3.5-Turbo 

(ChatGPT)

GPT4

● GPT-family models 
seem less magical
○ Bidirectional

attention better 
captures logic with 
perturbations?



Analysis: Positivity Bias

● Heavy bias towards positive-valence words such as “more”, “better”.

● Fine-tuning on RICA 
mitigates the 
imbalance issue (but 
still fails) BERT etc.

Human (both positive and negative)

BERT etc.

91.7%

Pos. Words

Neg. Words

BERT etc.

BERT etc.

Pos. Words

Neg. Words

Average Accuracy without Fine-Tuning

87.2%

12.5%

Average Accuracy after Fine-tuning

~50%



Scaling is the Way Going Forward!
GPT3



Does Scaling Always Work?

https://github.com/inverse-scaling/prize

Robustness
on logical 

reasoning?



RobustLR: A Diagnostic Benchmark for Evaluating 
Logical Robustness of Deductive Reasoners

(EMNLP’22)

Soumya Sanyal Xiang RenZeyi Liao



Language-based Deductive Reasoning

Theory

Input: Facts + Rules (theory), Statement

Output: Entailment label

➢ True: Theory → statement is True

➢ False: Theory → negation of the statement is True

➢ Unknown: No conclusion



Sure, it can get it right sometimes, but …

Can ChatGPT do Deductive Reasoning?



… not robust to negation within the theory..

Can ChatGPT do Deductive Reasoning?



Erroneous reasoning given the theory…

Can ChatGPT do Deductive Reasoning?



Robust Reasoning: Lexical Perturbation

Input: Sam is tall. Tom is smart. 
All tall people are good.

Conclusion: Sam is good.

Unknown!

Input: Alex is tall. Tom is smart. 
All tall people are good.

Conclusion: Alex is good.

Input: Sam is kind. Tom is smart. All 
kind people are good.

Conclusion: Sam is good.

False, because 
Sam is kind and 
all kind people 
are good.

True, because 
Sam is tall and 
tall people are 
good.



Robust Reasoning: Lexical Perturbation

Input: Sam is tall. Tom is smart. 
All tall people are good.

Conclusion: Sam is good.

Unknown!

Input: Alex is tall. Tom is smart. 
All tall people are good.

Conclusion: Alex is good.

Input: Sam is kind. Tom is smart. All 
kind people are good.

Conclusion: Sam is good.

False, because 
Sam is kind and 
all kind people 
are good.

True, because 
Sam is tall and 
tall people are 
good.

FaiRR: Faithful and Robust Deductive 
Reasoning over Natural Language, ACL 2022



RobustLR: Logical Perturbation
Sam is tall. Tom is smart. Tall 
people are good. Tall people are 
blue.

Sam is good. True



➢ Logical Equivalence Contraposition
(A → B ≣ ~B → ~A)

RobustLR: Logical Perturbation

Sam is tall. Tom is smart. A 
person who’s not good is also 
not tall. Tall people are blue.

Sam is good. True

Sam is tall. Tom is smart. Tall 
people are good. Tall people are 
blue.

Sam is good. True



➢ Logical Equivalence Contraposition
(A → B ≣ ~B → ~A)

➢ Logical Equivalence Distributive
(A → B; A → C ≣ A → B AND C)

RobustLR: Logical Perturbation

Sam is tall. Tom is smart. Tall 
people are good and blue.

Sam is good. True

Sam is tall. Tom is smart. Tall 
people are good. Tall people are 
blue.

Sam is good. True



➢ Logical Equivalence Contraposition
(A → B ≣ ~B → ~A)

➢ Logical Equivalence Distributive
(A → B; A → C ≣ A → B AND C)

➢ Logical Contrast
(A → B  vs A → B & C, etc.)

RobustLR: Logical Perturbation

Sam is tall. Tom is smart. Tall 
people are good. Tall people are 
blue.

Sam is good. True
Sam is kind. Unknown

Sam is tall. Tom is smart. Tall 
people are good and not kind. 
Tall people are blue.

Sam is good. True
Sam is kind. False

Sam is tall. Tom is smart. Tall 
people are good. Tall people are 
blue.

Sam is good. True



RobustLR: Dataset generation process

1. Sample some predicates

2. Label the predicates as valid and invalid

3. Break down into multiple levels

4. Starting from level 1, select predicates 
from lower level, such that a valid rule 
is formed

3

1 2

4

65

87

0

Tall(Sam) Kind(Ana) Red(Bob)

Blue(Sam)

~Big(Bob)

Kind(Bob) ~Red(Ana)

Good(Sam)
~Tall(Bob)

Facts

Conclusions

Rules



1. Sample some predicates

2. Label the predicates as valid and invalid

3. Break down into multiple levels

4. Starting from level 1, select predicates 
from lower level, such that a valid rule 
is formed

3

1 2

4

65

87

0

Can control the degree of the rule, 
#negations, multiple proof graphs, 

etc., in a flexible manner

Tall(Sam) Kind(Ana) Red(Bob)

Blue(Sam)

~Big(Bob)

Kind(Bob) ~Red(Ana)

Good(Sam)
~Tall(Bob)

Facts

Conclusions

Rules

RobustLR: Dataset generation process



Original 
Theory

Disjunction Contrast Conjunction Contrast

Contrapositive 
Equivalence

10k+ test
Instances

50k+ training
instances



Results - Machine vs Human

*Training a RoBERTa 
architecture from scratch

Macro F1



Results - Machine vs Human

*Finetune a pretrained 
checkpoint

Macro F1



Results - Machine vs Human

*6-shot in-context learning

Macro F1



Results - Machine vs Human

*7 CS graduates annotating a 
subset of the data

Macro F1



Results - Machine vs Human

Training from scratch fails!

Pretrained knowledge is 
crucial

Macro F1



Results - Machine vs Human

Model size is not a very 
significant factor, 

but T5 > RoBERTa!

Macro F1



Results - Machine vs Human

GPT3/3.5 performance 
is worse than finetuned 

models!

Macro F1



Results - Machine vs Human

The performance gap is 
low for humans 

→ more robust
reasoning!

Macro F1



Results - Variation with Logical Operators

Difficulty level

Negation > Conjunction > 
Disjunction

Macro F1



Related Works

RuleTaker

LogiQA

Entailment Bank

RICA
CLUTRR



They might be 
feeling bad and 
need help 
cleaning it up

Don’t worry! How 
about let’s clean 
it up and order 
from your favorite 
pasta place?

“Reflect” Style Language Reasoning

Oh no, I 
spilled the 
food I prepared 
for dinner



● Paul Grice’s Maxims on cooperative principles

● Herbert H Clark: Common ground

● Jens Allwood: Linguistic Communication as Action and Cooperation

We Need Slower and Deeper Language Reasoning



We Need Slower and Deeper Language Reasoning

★ Communication is a collaborative effort with intents and people tend to 
“minimize the total effort spent”. [Least collaborative effort] 

★ Effective communications require “reaching mutual beliefs and knowledge
among participants called grounding”. Common sense serves a critical role in 
building such knowledge [Common Ground]

★ Due to least collaborative effort, we need to make inferences to draw 
conclusions about the speaker’s intentions, emotion states, and 
experiences. [Build Common Ground]



Us

AI Companion

You won’t 
believe what 
I saw today!

Ohh, I know 
exactly what 
you mean!!

*Logo imagined by DALL-E


